GLOBAL SENSORS NEW ITEM

Best in the Wet
and the Heat
OK. Out there in the real world
things are wet and wild. Here is
an accurate and reliable
thermometer that meets the
challenge. You can even put it
directly into a dishwasher to
check temperatures there.
This economical thermistorbased digital thermometer has
a cap for needle protection and
has a very high accuracy. It has
a hold button to ``freeze'' a
measurement and is
°F/°C switchable to fit all of your
uses. Check dishwater
temperatures with it by just
reading the max memory after a
dishwashing cycle.
No need to worry about
calibration. The AQA4500 will
retain its calibration. Using
unique circuit designs that store
calibration settings in nonvolatile memory, field
adjustment has become a thing
of the past. This technological
innovation allows us to
guarantee the accuracy.

Global Sensors Dishwasher Safe Digital
Probe Thermometer
$29.25 each.
 2011 Global Sensors, LLC
All rights reserved.

Global Sensors
Waterproof Heat
Resistant Probe
1.

Mode selection allows
user to select Hold,
Max-Min reporting
and Alarms.

Celsius and Fahrenheit ranges
are shown on the face of the
thermometer.
All buttons are momentary
contact ... just push and
release for action.

Upward facing display is
clear and easy to read.

Ergonomic
shaft
protector.
Highly useful reduced
diameter shaft at
tip...better for small
food items and easier
penetration into target
materials.

PS#34

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Temperature Range

-40° to 450°F, -40° to 232°C

Operating Range

+32°F to +122°F (0 to +50°C) [unit range]

Accuracy Normal

± 1.8°F (1.0°C

LCD Height

: 0.25" / 6.35cm

Auto Off

after 10 minutes of non use

Calibration

Accurate for Life

Features

F/C Switchable | Max/Min | Temperature Memory | Hold Mode

Alarm

Adjustable Temperature Alarm

Response Time

<6 seconds

Certifications:

NSF, CE, WEEE, RoHS

Shaft Length

4.625" / 11.75cm

Battery

1.5v #392

Weight

0.7 oz
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